
Espresso machine Metos Rancilio RS1 2GR

Product information
 

Artikelnummer 4157719
Productnaam Espresso machine Metos Rancilio RS1 2GR
Afmetingen 800/840 × 463 × 600 mm
Gewicht 85,000 kg
Technical information 380-415 V, 10 A, 5,6 kW, 3NPE, 50/60 Hz, 70 dB

CW: 3/8" Drain: ø 27/20
 

Description

The Metos RS1 is an automatic espresso machine that combines the latest
control technology with bold design. The device's clear touch screen and
automatic coffee brewing control make it easy to use and helps to make
exactly the kind of coffee drink the barista wants. To ensure quality,
both coffee groups have their own small auxiliary boilers that guarantee
the right extraction temperature in all conditions. The RS1 cooker,
lined throughout with stainless steel, represents a modern design with
straight lines and accentuated details. The device is designed to be
low, so it allows customer service and products to be extended over the
cooker as well
Clear, LED-lit buttons and built-in automation make it easy to make
specialty coffees. The LCD display on each coffee group tells the user
the time (stopwatch) and temperature to complete the dose. The shortcut
key allows the barista to deviate from the presets for a single dose,
for example when preparing special doses. Device programming is quick
with the help of a large touch screen that guides the user. The hot
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water tap is operated using two shortcut keys. These can be
pre-programmed with two different options, with different dose sizes and
temperatures

The large steam tap levers on the side of the appliance and
pre-programmable functions make frothing milk quick and safe. Both steam
taps can be pre-programmed with steaming functions for two different
types of milk, in addition to which continuous steam production is
obtained by pushing the lever forward. On top of the device is a cup
warmer with railings with five different temperature ranges. The
ergonomic design of the filter holders and rubber handles provide a firm
grip. Thanks to the weight-balanced design of the handles, they stay
firmly in place when tapping.
stylish inox design
two coffee groups, two steam taps and a hot water tap
the instructive touch screen makes programming the device quick and
easy
the low structure allows the beverage to be delivered to the customer
over the machine
cup warmer with five different temperature ranges
boiler size 11 liters
the button-operated hot water tap has two options that can be
programmed according to temperature and portion size
programmable steam taps (2 program slots in each tap)
LED-lit buttons
two USB ports suitable for charging scales or a phone, for example
separate gauges for boiler and pump pressures.
stainless steel frame and linings
clear and easy to use touch screen
independent coffee groups
ergonomically shaped filter holders that provide a firm grip and stay
balanced during tapping
cup warmer

DELIVERY INCLUDES:
two ergonomically shaped filter holders

OPTIONS:
wooden handle for portafilter and steam
black design

ACCESSORIES (to be ordered separately):
water filter
barista tool set
knock-box coffee waste drawer
espresso bean grinder
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